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RUSSIAN DISAPPEARANCE HIKE 2012 
(Presley Rock Hike) 
 
Notes: Distances are given in kilometers, altitudes in meters and temperatures in Centigrade. 
When the word climbing is used, it does not denote proper climbing with ropes, handline 
blocks, latches, descenders, pitons etcetera, but at the most light climbing, when you use your 
hands and feet on shorter, vertical or semi-vertical passages. Otherwise the word climbing is 
used here simply to get up and down very steep, steep or semi-steep mountainsides. Anna and 
I took all the pictures. Anna’s pictures are indicated as such. All my photographs are taken 
with a Panasonic Lumix DMC-LX5 compact digital camera, and Anna’s with a Canon IXUS 
1000 HS compact digital camera.  
 
 
Anna's and my mountain hike 2012 had a loose and unsure foreplay. I thought I was smart 
when I began wearing my backpack stuffed with 22 kilos of hiking gear back and forth 
between my home and work for a few weeks before my vacation, eight kilometers every day, 
and the plan as such probably was logical and intelligent. I hadn't, however, taken into 
account that the topography of the town of Nyköping and the corresponding one of the 
Lapland mountains and valleys are quite opposite. In town the ground is flat and even, while 
in the Lapland wilderness no step is identical to the preceding or the following. I discovered, 
after walking those eight kilometers each day for a couple of weeks, that my body had 
objections. It didn't approve of the flatness and evenness one bit. It spoke to me through 
cramps in my back. 
 
As I write I recall that I've had thoughts on this before, up to the point of theorizing about 
healthy ground to tread, in cities and indoors. I had the idea of floors in apartments - or 
sidewalks in cities - made artificially uneven, in various degrees and styles, for example like 
the rocky ground in Lapland, which would be possible with some of the new materials being 
innovated or evolved by science. The top of the line floors or sidewalks would change 
appearance slowly, so that no stretch would be identical from day to day. The way to the 
bathroom or the subway would be different, ground wise, each day, thus keeping you focused, 
making your body balanced and strong, keeping your back from getting sore, breaking loose 
from all stale deadlocks and blockages. 
 
I had to start taking anti-inflammatory drugs, such as Diklofenak, and visit a chiropractor, 
who took care of some of my money. I also retorted to a very strong liniment, used by 
athletes: Linnex, containing capsaicin. It burns like fire, keeping your mind off the original 
pain... 
 
The unforeseen back problem, which the hiking to work should have prevented, but instead 
caused... lowered my spirits, and when time came to fly north to Anna's farm, near the tiny 
but historically significant village of Niemisel, at the start of August, I was in doubt of the 
outcome of our planned hike, which this time, according to plan, also incorporated some 
serious summits. 
 
The flight with no bullshit airline Norwegian (as opposed to all bullshit airline Ryan) lasts an 
hour and a few minutes from Arlanda Airport outside Stockholm to Kallax Airport in Luleå, 
up north in Sweden. At Kallax Anna picks me up in her car, for the 60 kilometers drive to her 
farm, due northeast of Kallax. I've done this flight many times, since I live south of 
Stockholm, in Nyköping town, to work, and on the farm up north to love!  
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The simplicity of Norwegian Air must be praised, since other low fare airlines usually try to 
squeeze as much extra money out of you as they possibly can, like Ryan Air, while 
Norwegian never tries any dirty tricks with you. It's like getting on a bus, and you're there 
quick and smooth, without being bugged about anything at all. 
 
We had four days on the farm before we were scheduled to depart on a four-hour train ride to 
Kiruna, close to the mountain districts. Anna’s vacation started later than mine, so she still 
worked the days before departure, as a physiotherapist at a big, modern hospital outside 
Luleå, which looks like some kind of space station cast out in nature.  
I remained at the farm, taking care of the horses and doing some chores, or simply sitting out 
in the mosquito house in the garden, reading and sipping coffee.  
 
I brought a couple of books; Turning The Wheel of Truth by Ajahn Scitto (Commentary on 
Buddha's First Teaching), and The Loft by Marlen Haushofer, whose magnificent The Wall 
had been recited on national radio earlier in the year, catching my ear. From Anna's books I 
chose Tore Abrahamsson's great book about the Lapland area north of Kebnekaise, which is 
the district we were going to hike. Anna had also recommended a couple of books by Jacques 
Dropsy, to help me correct my body posture and thus be less prone to get back aches; Le 
corps bien accordé (The Harmonious Body) and Vivre dans son corps (Living In Your Body). 
Anna gave me a good back rub each night, to reveal those intermittent cramps. 
 
As if it wasn't enough with the back cramps, I contracted a case of infection of the cornea of 
one eye, opening a grey, ugly peripheral sore two days before our departure. This ailment isn't 
new to me, but this time it appeared at a very impractical time. However, I had a standing 
prescription at the national pharmacy, so Anna could pick up the meds necessary from the 
drugstore at her work; some Fucithalmic antibacterial ointment. 
 
Anna had her own back problems, getting quite bad before the hike. She had a rearing horse 
fall back over her once in her youth, while riding in England, and since then she has recurring 
periods of back pain. Now it seemed we were unduly ill fitted for a mountain hike which 
required us to carry heavy loads over unforgiving terrain… 
 
Anna’s daughter and her husband came around to get a last run-through of how to take care of 
the horses Grip and Torre while Anna was away, and all the preparations thus were 
completed, as far as anyone could see. 
 
11 August 2012 
 
We got up early, to say the least, and drove off the 60 kilometers to the hospital where Anna 
works, to place the car at the giant parking lot and catch the train to Boden and further on up 
to Kiruna. I slept some of the time, while Anna, who is used to very early mornings driving to 
work, drove the car. 
The local train depot was just a little ways off, so we hoisted our heavy backpacks and walked 
on over. It was a Saturday morn, and only us two waited for the train, which soon pulled in. 
We’d be connected to the night train from Stockholm in Luleå, for the four hours ride to 
Kiruna. The Swedish railway system, though, has been neglected by the owners, the state, so 
long by now, that it is falling apart, with long delays to be expected much of the time. This 
was the case now too, so the night train was more than two hours late. This was too much of a 
delay even for the rundown railway company, so our local train simply continued on all the 
way to Kiruna, where we got on scheduled time; a very rare occasion. 
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Outside on a stretch of lawn Anna analyzed my backpack, and saw, with her physiotherapist 
eyes that it didn’t fit my back, which is slightly hunched. She concluded that I needed to have 
some kind of support in the curve of my back, so we used my seat pad, which we folded and 
attached to the backpack with a belt. 
 
The bus that would take us from Kiruna all the way out to the end of the road, at the Sami 
village of Nikkaluokta, 60 kilometers out west, already waited for us by the Kiruna railway 
station. The driver was a humorous short-grown man, who kept cracking jokes while we 
loaded our backpacks and waited for departure time to come. Most of the expected passengers 
would have arrived with the delayed night train, so when we left, only Anna, I and perhaps 
one other couple traveled with the bus. 
 
When we arrived at Nikkaluokta, which usually is a quite busy place, being the gateway to the 
mountains for many people who start out from there, or the end of the hike for those who 
finish their hike there, it was ridiculously crowded and noisy. It was one of the first days of 
the yearly Fjällräven Classic stupidity; an "event" which draws thousands of usually 
inexperienced hikers from all over the world, and some athletes, who pay 1500 Swedish 
crowns to hike from Nikkaluokta to Abisko, whereas they could do it for free. It's part a 
competition, for the athletes who start first, and part some kind of test of strength for the 
others; I don't really know. Mainly it's just smart and ruthless marketing by Fjällräven, which, 
for me and many others, have destroyed their reputation through this madness. During that 
week, the regular hikers stay away from that part of the Kungsleden Trail, which is called Dag 
Hammarskjöld's Trail. Well, in fact, Kungsleden does not reach Kebnekaise and Nikkaluokta, 
but the trail from there connects to Kungsleden at the Singi mountain huts.  
 
Now the lawn in front of the main facility was completely crammed with anticipating hikers, 
just waiting for the signal to hit the trail... It was 12 noon, and they would probably begin at 1 
PM - so Anna and I got our backpacks on our backs and got the hell out of there. We were 
chased and tormented by the event, since they had put loudspeakers out along the beginning 
of the trail, through which they played loud and meaningless pop music. They were doing all 
they could to destroy the sense of mountain wilderness. I really believe we should all boycott 
Fjällräven products.  
A lady Fjällräven official was grinning at us through the noise of the pop music, as if we were 
some alien creatures, since we obviously didn't belong to their crowd, just making our way 
through the herd of cattle-like people waiting for the go. 
 
I had expected gross problems with my backpack, which was so heavy that I didn't even 
weigh it, not to get too discouraged, but the first three kilometers west along the big trail 
between Nikkaluokta and Kebnekaise went just fine. In addition to Anna's idea with the pad 
supporting the curve of my back, taking some of the pressure off the higher back, I wore the 
pack much more out from the body on top. This left some air between my higher back, where 
the cramps had appeared, and the pack. In return the pack would swing back and forth a little 
more, thus rendering a feeling of instability, but I much rather put up with that than the 
cramps. 
The packs were heavy for a reason. We carried food for ten days, plus extra gear, like 
crampons and ice axes, in addition to sleeping bags and tents. We would not touch upon any 
hut where you could by food, until we’d reach Alesjaure. 
 
The trail at the section from Nikkaluokta to Kebnekaise is more of a road than a trail, but as 
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soon as we reached the first hanging bridge, three kilometers west of Nikkaluokta, we turned 
right along an insignificant path that snaked into the birch brush along the stream. On the map 
this path is marked with a black, dotted line, meaning that it is categorized as a "poorly 
marked footpath", and I would hardly have recognized it, wasn't it for Anna, who had trodden 
that path another time, in 2010, a few days before she and I met at Nallo. Nonetheless, we 
were happy to be out of the way of the oncoming masses of tunnel-sighted hikers hurrying 
through the world under the sly and wretched smiles of the Fjällräven officials, who'd fooled 
the people into paying for hiking... 
 
Our "poorly marked footpath" took us through the birch brush for one and a half or two 
kilometers, after which it started to rise, first moderately, then more severely, out of the birch 
area, up above the timberline. We were heading for the great highlands of Čievrraláhku, 
which we would cross in two days. 
I was in good shape, with no back pain at all. I have strong biking legs and efficient oxygen 
intake, so the rising path didn't bother me. Anna, who is a stronger hiker than I on flatlands, 
got tired on the way up. 
 
When we looked back we could overlook the village of Nikkaluokta and the Baitasjávri 
Lakelands (Paittasjärvi) behind and below us, out east. One man rose up below us and passed 
us. He was going to hike without any special goal for a couple of days only. He said that he'd 
been sitting behind a large rock on the way up, drinking hot coffee, and stated that if we'd 
smelled that, he would have offered us some. The wind must have been blowing the fragrance 
away, for otherwise I'd surely smelled it. Anna doesn't taste the stuff, though, being an ardent 
tea drinker. 
We also, from a distance, exchanged greetings with a couple of tenters, who'd pitched their 
green tent on the slopes below The Čievrraláhku Highlands. Soon after we stopped for a 
break, had coffee and tea and watched a whole battalion of pyrola flowers (pyrola minor). 
 
We ambled on along an altitude of about 1000 or 1100 meters above sea level, keeping on the 
flattest part of the slope below Čievrračohkka Mountain (1340m). The ground was rather 
simple and nice, consisting of stone-riddled moor. 
Our aim was to reach The Čievrrajávri Lake, but we never saw it, though we always expected 
to see it very soon. We were happy about the weather, which had started cloudy, but cleared 
up more and more as the day passed. 
 
We went down into, and crossed, a huge ravine with a stream at the bottom, and the day drew 
to a close. We wanted to get to the lake, but realized we were too tired and the day too old, so 
we found quite a good and protected place, where we rose our tents. Anna had a red Hilleberg 
Akto, and I a Hilleberg Nallo 2. When Anna went to get our water she descended quite far 
down to a stream, only to discover another one close by our tents on coming back up. 
 
After making some food on our gas stoves, we retreated into our tents, got into our sleeping 
bags and fell right asleep. 
 
12 August 2012  
 
Morning was sunny and benevolent in our protected tenting place. The whole summer had 
been cold and rainy in the mountains, more or less, so we were happy at the change. 
 
We had breakfast. I had cereal in a bag from Real Foods, with added fruit-syrup cream, which 
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only required water that you poured into the bag and stirred, and let it stand for three minutes 
before you ate. Then I stashed the empty cereal container into a garbage bag that I put back 
into the backpack. The same procedure was relevant for lunch and/or dinner as well, but for 
that I boiled water on my Trangia gas stove, to get a good, warm meal. Anna boiled water in 
the morning too, for her tea, and sometimes her special, nutritious oatmeal. 
 
We continued across The Čievrraláhku Highlands in a northwesterly direction, aiming at 
Darfálčhokka Mountain (Tarfalatjåkka) (1904), which I had suggested to Anna that we could 
climb while passing by towards the Gaskkasvággi Valley (Kaskasavagge). The view from that 
mountain across Darfálvággi Valley (Tarfalavagge) towards the Kebnekaise Massif is 
supposed to be spectacular, and the pictures I've seen of it attest to that. The weather was 
continually perfect, with sun and hardly any wind, so we decided to go ahead and climb the 
side of Darfálčhokka; a feat that looked - from a distance - easy as Tony Curtis, albeit 
strenuous. 
 
It wasn't a piece of cake to traverse the rock fields, though, to get in touch with the mountain. 
We had to engage a slight, and then a slightly more obvious, ascent on a seemingly endless 
and chaotic terrain of rocks, rocks and rocks. Anna and I both have a lot of rocky experiences, 
so we weren't surprised, but there is no way to explain how ambling across these tilting rock 
fields really feels, with a heavy backpack and the sun streaming down through the sweat on 
your face. Also, it seems quite impossible to really - really! - recall in retrospect how tough 
the experience is when you're out there. Your psyche keeps moving from a proud feeling of 
intense stubbornness to a shining, screaming, glaring question in your mind, asking in upper-
case letters what the hell you're doing there, or what malfunction of your mental faculties put 
you in that situation… 
At times I was so tired that I just sat down and gave up, for five minutes or so, munching a 
powerbar, but then we were on our stubborn way again, getting ever closer to the side of the 
roundish mountain, which actually looks like a hill, with none of that edgy, sharp feeling you 
get from some Giants of the Earth up in Lapland. 
  
On one occasion on our way upwards we had a little longer rest stop on some rocks at the end 
of a snowfield, bringing our gas stoves out, enjoying some hot soup while overlooking a wide 
and hardly fordable stream that was covered by snow some ways further up the incline. As we 
got on our feet to find a solution for the fording problem, a lone hiker with a big backpack 
approached from the opposite direction, out of the plateau below. Without hesitating he 
crossed the snow over the stream. I held my breath as he got onto an area where the snow 
cover was slumping a little, indicating the middle of the raging water below, but he made it 
across, lifted his hand in a greeting gesture and continued up towards the pass across to The 
Darfálvággi Valley.  
Anna and I got down in the ravine to the place where the mysterious hiker had crossed. Anna 
cut across without any problem. Her weight was clearly less than the anonymous hiker’s, so 
she didn’t fear. I was a little in doubt about my own weight, with my heavy pack, so Anna 
came back over and took my pack, so I could get to the other side with just my own weight, 
exceeding Anna’s with about fifteen kilos. If that unknown hiker hadn’t arrived just in time, 
we’d probably have gone high up along the stream to find a safer crossing.  
 
Looking back, we saw the lake we'd not succeeded in reaching – or finding - the night before, 
way below and somewhat behind us; Čievrrajávri. Now we kept moving along the bottom of 
the mountain, to get to a place, which on the map, and in reality, seemed to be the easiest 
point to start climbing. We had to avoid the glacier on the side of the mountain - The Darfal 
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Glacier - but since there was much more snow this year than an average year, we couldn't 
really make it out, which is why we trotted along the bottom of the mountain a little longer 
than we would have, to make sure. 
Finally we decided on one place to start taking on the mountain. The side was a mixture of 
larger and smaller snowfields and open rock inclines. We wanted to use the rocky parts. We 
put down our big backpacks, and took out our small climber's packs. I brought one that I'd 
won from Mammut on the web once. Anna had mesh pack that her mother had purchased at a 
gas station… 
 
In the beginning I lead the climb, which isn't a climb at all, in the real sense of the word. You 
just lean forward and push away with your poles, on a mountainside that is steep, but not 
enormously steep, sprayed with layers of rather small rocks, rather like boulders or pebbles or 
even stones, of various characters.  We didn’t even have to grab on with our hands, even, 
except for once or twice, shortcutting across some minor spots of snow with some larger 
rocks. There is absolutely no growth or soil on the side; just those stones. We got higher, and 
looking up and down I got a funny sense of danger, of being in a vulnerable situation, though 
I, for all what I can see now, wasn't. Anna was now leading the ascent. You really had to lean 
forward to keep your position on the ascent, and bend your neck quite a bit to look up the 
same ascent, but there weren't any technical difficulties; just this illogical sense of danger and 
too much air, too much empty space. 
 
We had to zigzag back and forth in wide swings to keep on the rocky parts and not get on to 
the snowfields. We had brought crampons, but left them below in our backpacks for this 
climb, since it would have been impractical to take them on and off as the ascent changed 
from snow to rock to snow, or impractical too, to keep them on during the rocky parts. 
 
As we'd gotten perhaps half way up, my feeling of danger and too much air got heavy. I froze 
in my steps. Anna was high above me, and she walked even higher to sneak a glance over a 
little hump in the wall, to find out what lay behind it; and if the summit was discernable. All 
she saw was another steep climb, and at that point I decided to let my uncomfortable feelings, 
which really squeezed me, decide for me, and abort the climb. 
 
Anna didn't feel any uncomfortable sensations at all. For her it was just to climb up the side; 
no problems.  She even stated that, for her, it was just a walk up the slope. Yet she decided to 
come down with me, out of loyalty, and also for security, not to get parted on the mountain. 
 
Afterwards I've tried to analyze what it was that happened to me on that easy wall; especially 
since we did much worse climbs later during the hike, without any problems. I think it partly 
had to do with that it was an open, wide ascent with small rocks, or rather stones, which 
sometimes moved out of place under your feet. The sheer openness to all sides; up, down, left 
and right, also gave me a feeling of instability and vulnerability; what I call "too much air" In 
reality, though, it was an easy ascent. If Darfálčhokka had come later, after other, worse 
mountains that we did climb, I probably wouldn’t have had any problems, but then some 
other mountain would have been the first, and who knows if it wouldn’t have been that one 
that caused me problems then, instead. However, Darfálčhokka showed other characteristics 
than the later, harder mountains, like smaller rocks and openness to all sides. I won’t know till 
I get there again, eventually! 
 
Getting down I felt quite undignified and pusillanimous, disappointed in myself. That feeling 
hung on all that day, but later dissipated, mainly because Anna handled the situation cleverly 
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and tenderly, having me understand what is important in life and not, and all of this dark 
remorse was swept away later in the hike, when we climbed The Pyramid (Pyramiden) and 
Nallo, restoring my mountain dignity in full measure... 
I also got some consolation from the position of the sun, which would have destroyed that 
fine view towards Kebnekaise and The Tarfala Pass that we'd been after... 
 
Looking back on this unexpected incident, and the whole hike, I also understand that it had to 
do with the unspeakable enormity of the nature of Lapland, the overwhelming sizes and 
distances and almost intimidating inclines. Your body is such an insignificant player in all 
that, and you always have to fight the impulse that the land poses impossible challenges that 
you cannot possibly overcome. You have to be very methodical and train your psyche into 
dividing the distances, the ascents and the endless rock fields into smaller sections, setting 
shorter goals. Sometimes, when treading really tough and difficult, chaotic rocks fields that 
may also tilt on a 45-degree angle or steeper, you may have to plan your passage from rock to 
rock, even. If you get down to this method, impossible distances and too steep and long 
ascents, as well as chaotic rock jumbles will finally be dealt with and covered, but always on 
nature’s own terms. This method may easily be transferred to your private or professional life 
at home too. There is a lot to learn from hiking in Lapland, useful in your life as such. 
 
Getting down we looked across The Čievrraláhku Highlands, in a dizzyingly beautiful view 
over the mystical Várdu Mountain (1316) and the lakes by Njunni, the lake below Várdu and 
Gogijávri Lake. 
 
Getting down into The Gaskkasvággi Valley we decided on a tenting place not so far from the 
stream at the bottom of the valley, as the wind began blowing harder. We fastened the tents 
with boulders. On the other side of the stream, further on down east into the valley, we saw 
The Gaskkasvággi Cabin, but decided it was too far to walk down there, in the wrong 
direction for us. That cabin is the same kind as The Mårma Cabin and The Unna Räita Cabin, 
i.e. a small so-called prism cabin with only two bunks, but looked in much better shape than 
those, but I’ve read somewhere that one of the two bunks is missing! 
 
Anna got a bit uneasy as the wind started up: 
 
“When we walked down towards Gaskkasavággi the wind began to rise. I started feeling 
increasingly worried and uneasy as the wind intensified, awakening memories from the 
stormy night I spent alone out on The Čievrraláhku Highlands in the summer of 2010. I 
recalled how the wind tore at the canvas of the tent in violent gusts, pressed it down into my 
face, ripping pegs loose, and how I ran around in the dark to find cobbles to secure them, not 
getting any sleep. Now I imagined how the wind would rage through the valley in the night, 
blowing our little red tents with it in passing… but we pitched our tents at the bottom of 
Gaskkasavággi, where nature had created a peculiar geological formation that provided a 
small wind-sheltered area. 
After a while the wind subsided, without having caused anything more than a smidgen of 
worry. That night in 2010 was to play a major role in my life, anyhow, since it was the 
description of it in my mountain story that made Ingvar interested…” 
 
 
13 August 2012   
 
We were greeted by sunshine and a blue sky on awaking in our tents. It was fairly warm, even 
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at the early hour. These statements may seem ordinary and commonplace, but considering the 
foul conditions that had dominated the weather situation in Lapland all summer long, it was 
more like a wonder to observe the wonderful day coming on. It should also be remembered 
that cold and rainy days in the mountains are completely meaningless and full of pain of 
various sorts, not least mental. It's hard to keep your spirits high when trudging along in 
severe terrain with ravines and slopes of chaotic, wet, slippery rocks, when you can't see more 
than fifty meters or less, have no orientation but for the compass and stand hunched in the 
rain, munching a powerbar, for lunch and dinner, finally having to set up your tent as the rain 
beats the ground and you shiver in the cold, eventually getting into a sleepingbag that 
probably got wet too... Those kinds of days are much more common than the sunny, warm 
conditions that we were granted by the Powers! 
 
We were headed westward through Gaskkasvággi Valley, planning to sleep the next night at a 
place called Gaskkasvággi International; the only possible tenting place in the rocky western 
part of the valley, at the intersection of Gaskkasvággi Valley's east-westerly passage from 
Visttasvággi Valley to/from Čeakčavággi Valley and The Three Pass Trail (JoJo Trail) 
running from Tarfala to Unna Räita or the opposite way. Anna and I had slept there one night 
last year, coming down the JoJo Trail from Unna Räita, in cloudy and rainy conditions at that 
last leg of that hike, halting us almost a whole day in our tents, while otherwise having been 
blessed with great weather. 
 
None of us had hiked The Gaskkasvággi Valley before, except for crossing it together on The 
JoJo Trail 2011, and I also in 2008, but we both had premonitions of rocks and rocks and 
rocks. These premonitions were false, though, for many kilometers, because the ground, 
though sprayed with rocks, also offered wide, grassy lands, Mongolian-like, and beautiful, 
with fresh streams of drinking water. All water except glacier water in the direct vicinity of a 
glacier is splendid drinking water, tasting better than anything you get out of the faucet down 
home. Water direct out of a glacier, just below the glacier, is too sediment-rich to drink, 
though. 
 
The landscape that opened on us in the west almost blew us away. I saw mountainscapes that 
I'd never observed before, looking like giant termite towers, and with mountains cut and torn 
by unimaginable forces in a distant past, leaving absolutely vertical walls for hundreds and 
hundreds of meters. The area gave the impression of a fantasy landscape, too ingenious and 
extreme to even be imagined, before you actually experienced it. It was The Gaskkasčohkka 
Massif (Kaskasatjåkka), with summits sporting elevations of 1914, 2043 and 2076 meters. 
The sight of these Giants of the Earth, completely barren, with the great Gaskkasčohkka 
Glacier stooping down into a mystical, cold glacier lake walled in by 50 meter high end 
moraines, with green grasslands below in the valley, was overwhelming and elating, almost 
religious in some way; definitely spiritual. 
 
When we approached the moraines hiding the glacier lake, we left our backpacks and 
approached the wild vicinity of the glacier on light feet. We got to the moraine, and climbed 
up its side on massive but sometimes loose pieces of rock and boulders. On the top of the end 
moraine we discovered an area of other moraines with tiny pools in between, and we had to 
walk the ridge of one of the moraines to get around to the final moraine before the glacier 
lake. A mighty, almost alien landscape lay before us, with this cold lake filled with glacier 
water of a hue that I don't have an exact definition for, somewhere between light green and 
grey, obviously rich with sediment. We had the strange feeling of being space explorers on a 
distant planet in some galaxy millions of light-years away. 
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We found the place that Claes Grundsten in one of his mountain manuals defines as the 
fording place of the water we had to get across to continue our hike westward into the valley. 
It's a narrow way out for the water from the glacier lake, between the lake and a waterfall into 
the valley, and this wading site is easily engaged and completed, with but three steps. I tried it 
out, and then we went back the way we'd come, slipped down from the end moraine and 
walked back to our backpacks a few hundred meters off. 
 
Observing the stream in the valley below the moraine and the waterfall we saw a couple of 
places that appeared to be good fording places, so we thought we'd try them out, instead of 
climbing up the moraines again, with our heavy backpacks. However, on closer inspection we 
estimated that they were too difficult, because of the richness of melting water this year. Thus 
our alternative was to climb up the moraines again, which we did. I started feeling tired, and 
when you're tired and treading difficult topographies with wild areas where you have to jump 
from rock to sharp rock with the support of your poles, you're often very close to dangerous 
mistakes, getting you out of balance, and you look like a black crow with a broken wing 
staggering across the horizon, swearing and cursing. Anna, as always, had more strength, and 
never lost her admirable cool. 
 
We got back to the fording place described by Grundsten, and across, and then we only had to 
get down a somewhat tricky slope of big rocks, before we were on level ground in The 
Gaskkasvággi Valley again. 
After a while we took a long break, rolling out our sleeping pads in the warmth of the sun, 
having something to eat. It felt like such a luxury to lie like that in the wondrous landscape, 
letting gravity exert it’s cuddling control on our anatomies. Anna took the opportunity to put 
her tent out to dry across the rocks in the sun. Seeing her in her smart sun glasses with the red 
tent all spread out you could believe she was a parachuter just having sunk into the valley. 
 
After a kilometer or a little more we approached Lake 1167, its name of course stating its 
elevation. That lake lies in between the mountainsides of Gaskkasčohkka to the left (south) 
and Nijbáš to the right (north). Both mountains are mighty, very mighty, and shoot up in 
extremely steep verticalities. There is only one possible passage of Lake 1167, on its northern 
side, under Nijbáš. 
First we rested a little, and brought some water to drink from the lake, which glimmered in 
the sun. Then we began the passage on rocks that tilted on the slope up to the verticalities and 
all the way down to the surface of the lake and down to its bottom. It wasn't easy, but moving 
slowly and with care, we soon made the passage and found ourselves on the western side of 
the lake.  
We stopped for a while for a sweet rest, and I let my bare feet cool off – so good! - in the 4 
degree centigrade water of a glacier stream, while Anna boiled water for some tea. 
 
On our list of possible summits was one of the Gaskkasčohkka summits, simply called 1914; 
it's elevation. Other maps call it Guobirčohkka (Kuopertjåkka). According to the manuals, this 
summit is reachable for non-climbers like us, by way of its western wall. We realized, though, 
that it wasn't possible to do such a climb at the end of an already strenuous day, with not 
much strength left, so we decided to skip that one this time, and instead concentrate on The 
Pyramid (Pyramiden) the following day, weather permitting, spending the rest of this day to 
reach Gaskkasvággi International (Kaskasavagge International) to tent. 
 
We continued treading the rocks at the bottom of the precipes of Nijbáš, when a crackling 
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explosion was heard from high above. Looking up we saw dust rising and a large rock 
tumbling on down, much in our direction, hundreds of meters above, but seemingly following 
a thudding and bouncing line that would land it slightly behind us. Then we saw, to our 
horror, how the rockslide grew to the sides, thus reaching a position right above us. We ran 
like mad on the rocks that we usually tread with the utmost care, and felt the hairs rising on 
our arms. This was real animal fright. Had we acted with more logic, we'd ran, instead, out 
into the middle of the valley, and across to its other side, also dropping our heavy packs, but 
here we were, in panic, running along the valley with our packs on our backs, though there 
was no way of telling how far to the side the slide would grow. 
To our sweat relief, the noise ceased and the rock fall ended. There we stood, panting like 
mad, with a pulse rate at about 180...  It was a sheer wonder we didn’t break any bones when 
running heads over heels like that on those chaotic rocks! It took some time for us to regain 
our cool postures... but then we continued towards Gaskkasvággi International, sometimes 
across snowfields, until we got to the longed-for little elevation in the valley where tenting is 
possible.  
We hadn't met anyone the day before, and not this day either, and although this tenting place 
lies at an intersection between two known thoroughfares, albeit sparsely used, we were the 
sole inhabitants of the valley. 
 
Since we had more evening leisure time than usual, we lay in my tent and chatted for a couple 
of hours, before falling asleep, each one in his/her own tent. The reason for two tents is 
mainly one of comfort, to have space enough, and to be able to be really rested, without the 
one waking the other, but it's also an aspect of safety. If one is hurt, he/she can wait inside one 
tent while the other one hikes for help. If the one that leaves encounters foul conditions, 
weather-wise or else, he/she might need to tent one night before continuing.  
 
14 August 2012 
 
I woke before Anna out of the peaceful night at Gaskkasvággi International. The sun just hit 
the tent, coming out from behind a mountain when I was out early to have a shit, and the 
temperature immediately rose a few degrees. The sky was blue, with not a cloud. The 
meteorological wonder continued, and I felt our good Karma shining and glimmering across 
the snowfields on the mountainsides around us, and through the lofty fragrances of my mind. 
 
After breakfast we got our stuff together in a jiffy, all collected in and on our backpacks.  I 
was ready before Anna this morning, so I started out from the little hump in the valley that 
someone humorously has given the name Gaskkasvággi International, and across the rock 
fields in the direction of the south side of the Pyramid Pass, which I climbed in 2008 with a 
German guy called Heine from this southern side, and which I came down together with Anna 
last year, 2011, as rain began falling, when we did the complete Three Pass Trail (JoJo Trail). 
There were some snowfields on the way across the valley, making treading easier, but this 
time of year you have to be careful not to fall through, with the risk of hurting your leg. The 
risk is highest at the edge of snowfields, when you get on and off. 
 
When I got to the huge end moraine below the pass I waited for Anna, who came charging 
across rock fields and snowfields behind me, and together, after filling all our water flasks 
with water from a stream (since there would be no water in the pass or on a possible climb of 
the Pyramid Mountain) we began the tiresome and steep ascent on the rocks beside the long 
snowfield that lead up towards the Pyramid Pass, from the south, from Gaskkasvággi Valley. 
For a while we trudged on up the snowfield. The snow was a little to mushy and soft, which 
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made the ascent a bit more sweaty, but on the other hand it was easy to kick your boots into 
the snow, assuring good and safe footsteps while hauling your heavy burden upwards. We fell 
through a couple of times, though, and decided to keep to the rocks parallel to the snow 
instead. The rocks were big, sharp and loose, thus calling for extra focus and attention. I 
remember that Heine and I in 2008 had avoided the rocks because they weren't stable, but this 
time they were the best bet anyway. 
 
We had to stop and catch our breaths on a number of occasions, resting on our poles, but 
slowly and surely we gained a hard-earned altitude, obvious when we stopped to look back 
down behind us. 
 
A side-moraine appeared to the left across the snow from where we were, and I recognized it 
as the moraine I'd climbed along all the way to the summit threshold in 2008. I still had a 
feeling that the threshold was a long ways off, but Anna suggested that we perhaps were 
approaching it - and indeed we were! As by magic we stood again by the big top cairn, into 
which Anna had stuck a message of love last year when we'd made a really difficult climb up 
the then icy, snow free and dangerous north side of the pass, discouraged in this by the 
hostess at the Nallo hut, who'd told us it wasn't even possible. 
 
This time it was hot in the sun under the blue sky, and we sat down in the pass, between The 
Knife's Edge (Knivkammen) to the left (west) and The Pyramid (Pyramiden) to the right 
(east), sipping some of our precious water and having a powerbar each. I stepped over to the 
edge of the threshold to peep down into the vertiginous, dizzying precipe of the north side, to 
inspect the conditions for a descent. The whole glacier side was covered in beautiful, perfect 
snow, so the conditions were ideal, giving my heart a jolt of joy. 
 
We did not waste any time in the heat of the sun on the Pyramid Pass threshold, oh no! I 
stashed three powerbars into my small climbing backpack from Mammut, plus a liter of 
water. Anna did something similar with her mesh pack. Then we walked over to the very 
steep rock ascent up towards The Pyramid proper; that wonderfully shaped mountain which 
I'd seen on all my visits to the area, not least the times I'd stayed the night in the Unna Räita 
Cabin; the tiny and nowadays quite decayed hut that sports but two bunks, and a still – but 
barely - functional stove. I'd never given The Pyramid a serious thought, climbingwise, until 
Anna began mentioning the possibilities of reaching some of the Lapland summits. The 
mountain proper connects directly to the pass threshold on the east side, by way of amassed 
rocks of significant sizes, stuck into each other in a chaotic but steady or semi-steady way, 
making for a quite easy but also very airy climb, from rock to rock, upwards, very much 
upwards... This time it was Anna who complained slightly about the initial steepness, while I 
felt better, probably because these rocks were much bigger and sturdier than the ones on the 
slopes of Darfálčohkka that had given me the shivers a couple of days before. Even though 
The Pyramid initially showed a much steeper ascent than Darfálčohkka, I was more 
comfortable with the more massive and heavier impression of The Pyramid climb. I always 
had a place to put my foot and my hand. The Pyramid is a no-bullshit-mountain, and if you 
don't keep throwing glances down to your left or right or back, but concentrate on the rocks 
right in front of you and upwards, you don't have any vertiginous problems. 
 
When we had climbed that very steep, initial section from the pass threshold on up, it leveled 
out some for a while, but got narrower. Soon it was obvious that we were treading a narrow, 
bumpy ridge, which lead us up towards the limitless blue sky in a narrowing rollercoaster ride 
with lots and lots of air all around us. For a while there I felt the shivers coming on, and Anna 
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even suggested that we could turn around, already having seen all the views from this height - 
and they were glaringly beautiful, half way up - but I felt that we should continue, having the 
summit within reach if we just trudged along a bit more. Perhaps Anna said that to make it 
possible for me to turn around without too much shame; she's that considerate. The weather 
couldn't have been better; sunny and warm and no wind. For the wind to be still at such an 
elevated and exposed place as the Pyramid Ridge has to be very unusual. The Powers were so 
generous to us! 
 
One of the manuals that I'd read says that you have to use your hands at some particular 
places on the way up (and down) the naked ridge, and that this can be characterized as light 
climbing. We soon understood what the manual - Claes Grundsten's guidebook - talked about, 
because up ahead on the rising ridge we saw what can only be described as rock towers. They 
came, one after the other, on a section of the now very narrow and lofty ridge (perhaps two 
meters or less in breadth at places, but sometimes a little wider), and you had to get past them 
to continue. I'm glad it wasn't a windy day; that would have been scary at that most exposed 
section! 
Nonetheless, I started to climb the first of these towers, which was perhaps ten meters high or 
something. It looked worse from some distance than it appeared up close, because there 
usually was an obvious way to get up; a place to put your foot and your hand to haul your 
body up, into the rock through a crevasse or crack and around it, and further up, until you'd 
climbed the whole tower. This was repeated a few times, with some lofty, easier sections of 
ridge in between. 
 
However, when looking back after the first tower passage, it looked like there was no way 
down, so Anna built a small cairn to show us where to turn left, out in what seemed like open 
space, in a spiral movement down around the protruding cliff. That cairn eventually really 
helped us on the way back down, like the little white pebbles that Hänsel & Gretel left behind 
in the forest to find their way back home. 
 
Anna had left one of her poles further down, since she only needed one on the way up, to 
combine with one hand on the rock. I left one of mine at another tricky section, pointing our 
way on the way back, down a crack in the rock. 
 
Finally we got across the long, rising ridge and arrived at the last, long and wider portion of 
the mountain just under the summit. It looked benevolent from further down, but now, up 
close, it was huge, and the last leg of this climb was very strenuous. 
 
At long last I spotted the top cairn up ahead, above me, and this gave me the extra energy I 
needed, and I rushed up the last thirty meters of elevation in a mad attack, happy to be where I 
was! Anna was right behind me. We stood at the minimal space on The Pyramid! Were we 
happy!!! Anna hugged me and said: “Now you’re my knight, proven in battle!” 
 
At first we stood there in the sunshine on top The Pyramid in awe of the views that opened all 
around us. I'd never seen this alpine part of Lapland like this, under the most perfect of 
conditions, the air absolutely clear, allowing a brilliant view all the way to the horizon, 360 
degrees - and that horizon is pretty far off from a summit 1900 meters high. We could for 
instance see the white-capped summits of Sarek. The two summits of Sweden's roof, 
Kebnekaise, appeared in etched clarity above closer mountains, with the spot right below the 
ridge between the North and the South Summits, above Rabot's Glacier, where the Norwegian 
military Hercules plane crashed into the mountain at 500 kilometers an hour back in April, 
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showing. 
From up on The Pyramid we could also see areas we'd never watched before, like Lake 1344, 
hidden at that high level behind the mountains rising above Unna Reaiddávággi near the Unna 
Räita Cabin. 
 
The most beautiful sight to me was the almost indecently open view down the half of Unna 
Reaiddávággi that runs from the Unna Räita Cabin all the way to The Stuor Reaiddávággi 
Valley; a stretch of five kilometers that I've hiked many times, and two of those with Anna. 
Of course we saw much farther away than that, but to catch that valley that I knew so well in 
just a glance; the valley that once began my more adventurous hikes in Lapland, was 
tremendous. Inside I bowed to all the Powers that gave us this! 
 
Right near the top cairn on The Pyramid a small drift of snow survived, like a dollop of 
whipped cream on top a delicate piece of pastry. 
 
We took lots of pictures, and I also filmed the 360-degree surroundings. 
 
Even on the top the wind was absent and the temperature perhaps around +20 degrees 
Centigrade or warmer. We stayed in that wonderland for perhaps half an hour, where after we 
started to think about the descent. 
 
Getting down the tilting surface of rocks below the summit proved no problem at all. When 
we saw the narrow and bumpy ridge below us, though, that we had to tread, it appeared a bit 
scarier on the way down. This is the case most of the time. Getting down is harder, 
psychologically, than up, since your perception gives you quite a different and more 
vulnerable impression when you have to look down... 
 
The conditions, weather-wise, gave us an easy descent, however, with dry rocks to tread and a 
clear view, and when we got to the tricky parts around the so-called towers on the ridge, 
Anna's new cairn and the pole I'd left showed us the way, which otherwise really looked 
blocked at those places, from our vantage point. 
 
We saw the steep glacier down the north side of the Pyramid Pass way below us, hundreds of 
meters down. It was a strange feeling to see this airy, very steep wall from that perspective. 
We had to get down that wall as soon as we'd completed our descent from The Pyramid, and 
although the snow conditions on the glacier wall seemed perfect, and we were equipped with 
crampons, you still had to cope with the open air and the dizzying steepness; more of a 
psychological than a physical trait. 
 
Half way down I observed two hikers on the snowfields of Gaskkasvággi way below. They 
were clearly visible against the snow, but disappeared from view as soon as they stepped off 
the snow, only to appear again as they got onto another snowfield. Apparently they were not 
engaging the pass. 
 
We finally got all the way back down to our backpacks that waited for us on the pass 
threshold. We had a brief rest, munching another powerbar and all but finished the meager 
amount of water still in our flasks. It had gotten seriously warm by now, and we had to 
descend the snowy glacier wall on the north side of the pass to get more liquid. 
 
We got our stuff over to the brink of the wall, or the rim of the bowl, where the last showing 
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rocks (before he snow) lay. The area gives an impression of the inside of a bowl, extremely 
steep on top, and slightly rounded out around us to the sides, the left (westerly) side 
connecting to The Knife's Edge Mountain (Knivkammen) and the right (eastern) side hooking 
up with The Pyramid (Pyramiden), and then gradually getting less steep further on down. It's 
a swooping, airy feeling to stand up there and think that you actually will get down that inside 
of the bowl, like a fly... 
 
We commenced to put on our crampons, and I gave Anna a lecture on how to walk straddle-
legged not to entangle the crampons in each other or the trousers, and to lift the feet a bit 
higher than usual, not to get stuck "too soon" in the snow and fall forward. Then I fell like a 
tree myself, right on my face...  
 
When we were ready, our backpacks on, the crampons mounted, and with a pole in one hand 
and the ice axe in the other, Anna discovered that the front snow protection plate on one of 
my crampons had gotten loose in the front. Had she not seen that, I would surely have fallen 
out on the wall, with real danger to my health as a result. I really felt jittery at that. We had to 
get back up to the rocks of the rim, take off our packs and fix the problem. Anna is the 
technical one of us, and she got the plate in a locked position, so we could make a second start 
down the Pyramid Pass precipe. 
 
I started out, and after a few meters of decent descent the vertiginous precipe opened below 
me; that infamous inside of the bowl, a few hundred meters down and out. I was dutifully 
careful with my crampon-supported hiking boots, walking with legs well apart, and not 
straight down but in a slow descent over to the right, for a while, before turning left, and thus 
zigzagging the uppermost section. 
Very soon I discovered that my backpack put too much gravitational pressure on me in that 
precarious situation of trying the act of a fly on the wall, so I relieved myself of it and let it 
slide down. That's what it did for a while, but then it started to tumble, and kept on what 
seemed a long time doing that, until it came to rest far down at the bottom of this northern 
wall of the Pyramid Pass. I had forgotten to remove my two water flasks from their places at 
the bottom of either side of the backpack, so they were torn loose on the way down, each 
finding their own style and path of descent! 
 
I've never heard of anyone else doing this drop of his or her backpacks down the Pyramid 
Pass, but it was the second time for me. I did it in 2008 too, feeling the same relief at just 
having to maneuver my own body down that almost insulting steepness. A lighter pack, of 
course, would not pose any problem. 
 
Anna came behind me, keeping her backpack mounted. It was the first time she used her 
crampons - those magnificent Petzl Charlet Irvis Flexlock crampons - but she utilized them 
like she'd never done anything else. 
 
I soon gave up the zigzagging, and instead eased on downwards sideways, putting my left 
foot down, following with my right, and so forth, like walking sideways down a staircase, and 
Anna followed suit. Soon we were down on almost level ground, and I picked up my two 
flasks, mounted them on the backpack again as I got to where the backpack was waiting after 
its rolling and tumbling solo descent, and commenced to pull the backpack across the now 
level snowfield, until we got to where the rocks were showing again, where we took off our 
crampons. 
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We now had a couple of snowfields and some brief sections of big sharp rocks to engage 
before we got to the tilting glacier below The Knife's Edge (Knivkammen). It was completely 
covered in good snow this summer, so we didn't have any problems cutting across, but we 
still mounted our crampons again.  
As soon as I got up, I fell, not once but twice, and one of those times on rocks, but not hurting 
anything but my pride!  
Other passages I've made across that remnant of a glacier have included a few meters of ice, 
which has been sprayed with small rocks and pebbles, but this time it was all snow. 
 
The last part to traverse on that slope - which disappears down towards the lower of the two 
lakes by the Unna Räita Cabin - before reaching solid ground, consists of the mushy, murky 
kind of conditions that usually appears below a receding glacier. The sense of the steepness 
that disappears out of view before falling down towards the lower lake gives you an uneasy 
feeling, and treading that mushy ground, covered in small pebbles and gravel, reminds me of 
the feeling in some dreams, where you want to run away from some danger, though your legs 
can hardly move, and your feet feel like lead.  
This section is short, though, and soon we felt like we'd covered all the high-pulse areas of the 
day, as we saw The Unna Räita Cabin over by the other side of the stream that runs from the 
upper Unna Räita Lake (1226) into the waterfall into the lower lake. The richness of melting 
water required us to ford the stream, jumping from rock to rock. Other times I've been there 
it’s been much drier. 
 
The mountain manuals, by Claes Grundsten and Tore Abrahamsson, though indispensable, 
give a strange and certainly insufficient picture of The Pyramid Pass and the surrounding 
areas, at least for the common hiker. That, and the recent update of the official maps, give a 
false view of the pass, that will chock many an unsuspecting common hiker, and maybe even 
have him/her give up on the pass, believing the conditions to be temporarily extreme, while 
they're just normal for that pass. 
 
If we consider the maps first, I'm talking about the commonly used one; Lantmäteriets 
Fjällkarta BD6 (1 : 100 000). Due to a scientific agreement a few years ago, the definition of a 
glacier requires a certain depth of the ice, plus a certain value of some other parameters. The 
glaciers in this area in question, i.e. the glacier on the steep northern slope of the Pyramid 
Pass, and the remnant of a glacier on the eastern side of the Knife's Edge (Knivkammen) (the 
one that you pass across and below on mushy ground), thus have lost their glacier worthiness 
on the latest version of the maps, from 2009. On my map from 2006 they're still glaciers. 
This change of definitions would not pose any problem to the common hiker, were it not that 
the latest version of the maps do not contain any indication of what has been called glaciers 
up until a few years ago, and which look the same as they did when they were called glaciers, 
i.e. areas with constant ice and snow. On the latest map nothing indicates these constant ice 
and snow parts that you have to cross and climb. If you just read the map and equip and 
mentally prepare yourself accordingly, you just expect rocks and nothing else. This is a 
completely false view, and if you're not somewhat experienced, this might stop you from 
continuing across this area, and up the pass. Even if the two glaciers you have to pass, and in 
one case climb, aren’t by definition glaciers anymore, they're still the same entities as they 
were when the map defined them as glaciers, and thus still pose the same challenges.  For 
instance, the Pyramid Pass Glacier is easy to climb when it's covered in good snow, like this 
year of 2012, but hard as hell to engage when the snow is molten away and the ice is bare, 
like last year, 2011, when Anna and I still managed to get up, with our hearts in our throats. 
Since these two glaciers between the Unna Räita Cabin and the threshold of The Pyramid 
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Pass no longer are defined as glaciers, the maps must still indicate them as areas with constant 
ice and snow, or the maps will post false information to the hikers that trust them and plan 
their hikes on their accuracy. 
 
I called this serious problem to the attention of the authority that publishes the mountain 
maps, Lantmäteriet, in this letter, given here in Swedish: 
 
Hej! 
 
Jag är en van och erfaren fjällvandrare, och tycker därför det är min plikt att påkalla de 
allvarliga felaktigheter som de nyare trycken av fjällkartan är behäftad med, och som i värsta 
fall kan orsaka den intet ont anande och mer oerfarne vandraren skada. Jag bifogar efter 
uppmaning från er några bilder från ett av dessa ställen med fullständigt felaktiga 
kartangivelser. Det rör sig om - bara som exempel! - BD6-kartan och området runt berget 
Pyramiden, Unna Räitastugan och Kaskasavagge (Gaskkasvággi), där erfarna som oerfarna, 
svenskar som utländska, passerar på den s.k. Jojoleden eller Trepassleden, med BD6-kartan 
som stöd. 
 
Problemet härrör från den nya defintionen av glaciärerna, som nu ska vara 40 meter djupa 
för attr kallas glaciärer, om jag förstått saken rätt. Problemet ligger egentligen inte i den 
vetenskapliga, glaciologiska omdefinitionen, som egentligen är en rent vetenskaplig affär, 
utan det ligger i hur Lantmäteriet beslutat hantera denna omdefinition på sina kartor. Det är 
där man missar målet grovt, och skapar fara för vandraren.  
Eftersom glaciärerna nu ska ha ett djup på 40 meter, har man (Ni!) helt enkelt tagit bort 
angivelsen för glaciär (glaciärtecknet på kartan) för de glaciärer som inte har detta djup. 
Denna radikala förändring av fjällkartan har skett mellan 2006 och 2009, för på trycket från 
2006 finns det två glaciärer i det s.k. Pyramidpasset (mellan Unna Räitastugan och 
Kaskasavagge) medan det på kartan från 2009 anges att det på samma område är ren 
barmark. Inget har dock förändrats nere på marken, i verkligheten. Där det ser det ut 2012 
som det såg ut 2009 och 2006. Där ligger en glaciär, eller något som nu, efter den 
vetenskapliga omdefinitionen, kanske måste kallas permanenta isfält med okänd 
sprickbildning och ett djup som understiger 40 meter.  
På längre sikt, dvs. hundra år eller femhundra år, kanske nytrycket av fjällkartan från 2009 
kommer att stämma bättre, men idag är den helt felaktig, och förvillar vandrarden rejält. 
Jag skickar med några jpg-bilder från 2011 och 2012. 2011 var isen framsmält och gjorde en 
passage upp över Pyramidpasset riktigt svår. Utan stegjärn gick det inte, om man inte 
klättrade på klipporna till höger (väster), vilket är mer avancerat än den oerfarne utan 
utrustning klarar. 2012 var isen väl snöbelagd, och passet kunde passeras utan svårigheter - 
men om man inte vet om att det alltid finns is eller is och snö där, blir man kraftigt förvånad, 
för på kartan anges inte konstant is och snö. 
 
Lösningen på det här problemet vore att använda en ny symbol (som redan finns på 
Högfjällskartan där den kallas "snölega, perenn"), men även den vore strikt betraktat 
felaktig, för det rör sig ju här i verkligheten inte om enbar t en "snölega", utan om konstant is, 
som i djup understiger det som en glaciär enligt ny definition ska ha. En helt ny symbol 
behövs egentligen, som anger ett postglacialt eller subglacialt tillstånd med is. 
 
Huvudsaken är ju att kartan går att lita på, och det går inte längre, med er fjällkarta. Jag har 
svårt att tänka mig att man för femtio år sedan skulle ha släppt igenom en sådan här fadäs. 
Då var man mer mån om exakthet och vetenskaplig korrekthet. Jag antar ändå att ni nu tar er 
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an detta akuta och allvarliga fel, så att ingen kommer till skada på grund av de falska 
kartangivelserna. Jag antar att de förekommer här och var på kartorna, eftersom de så gravt 
missleder vandraren på BD6. 
 
 
We should then take a look at the mountain manuals by Claes Grundsten and Tore 
Abrahamsson, which are almost holy books to the hikers of Swedish Lapland. Both experts 
are flawed or careless when they talk about the area around The Pyramid Pass. Perhaps 
they're both experienced to a degree that they don't even notice the difficulties faced by the 
common hiker, but then again I suppose they've written so extensively about Lapland that 
they're bound to miss some important pieces of information here and there. Without those two 
heroes of the Swedish mountain manuals, we wouldn't know much, that is for sure, and 
they've inspired generations of hikers, so this is by no means any general criticism of them; 
far from it! 
 
Abrahamsson (1968 / 1987) mostly talks about The Eastern Knife's Edge Glacier (Östra 
Knivglaciären), when he mentions the section between Gaskkasvággi Valley and Unna 
Reaiddávággi Valley. I can't really make out exactly which section he talks about (and this 
fact alone is a flaw; you must be very clear in mountain manuals). On the one hand, he begins 
by talking about the area between The Pyramid and The Knife's Edge (Knivkammen), and 
tells the hiker to keep to the Pyramid side of the glacier. That would seem to describe the 
upper part of what I call The Pyramid Pass Glacier (now not a glacier at all, according to new 
maps). Later in the same slab of text he seems to be describing the passage under The Knife's 
Edge towards The Unna Räita Cabin, with the mushy, wet ground, and he even talks about 
this ground as being typical of a receding glacier. There isn't, and hasn't ever been, such a 
mushy ground on the steep northern side of the Pyramid Pass Glacier, so this must be a 
description of the receding glacier below the Knife's Edge. Perhaps these two areas were 
connected in 1968, when Abrahamsson wrote the text? That would explain some of he mist in 
this text.  
 
Abrahamsson recommends crampons, but not for the descent or ascent of the steep side to and 
from the pass, but for the passage under The Knife's Edge, which probably was more 
treacherous in 1968 than it is now.  
Nowhere, though, can I find a description of the very steep wall up (or down) the northern 
side of the Pyramid Pass, which will be the main obstacle for any ordinary hiker moving 
along the Three Pass Trail. It is amazing that this crucial section of the JoJo Trail (Three Pass 
Trail) is so completely left out of the manuals! Last year, in August (2011) it was so icy that I 
hardly managed to climb it even with crampons, the ice exploding in brittle pieces under my 
boots, while Anna, who is a brave lady, climbed the steep rocks to the right of the ice, on the 
Knife Edge's side of the ascent, with no equipment at all except her strong fingers and sturdy 
boots with good soles... 
 
Grundsten (1989 / 2010) is hardly more specific in his deliberations. He speaks briefly about 
the section between the Unna Räita Cabin and the Pyramid Pass, concentrating on the 
remnants of the glacier under The Knife's Edge, from the point of view of a hiker moving 
north to south. He mentions that crampons might be useful at times on that tilting section, but 
he does not mention the wet gravel that can make passing dreamy and a bit precarious. All he 
says about the main obstacle; that provocatively rising snow-and-ice wall of the north side of 
The Pyramid Pass, is that you walk diagonally up to the pass threshold! I find it hard to 
believe that anyone who really has passed this way would describe the section thus. As I said 
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before, it's either that, or that the author is so experienced that he has become oblivious of the 
views of an average vacation hiker. 
 
Anna and I got to the Unna Räita Cabin, settling in for a few hours of well-earned rest and 
some dinner. This cabin is very special to me, full of mystique and subconscious under-
currents, like a wormhole to the starry night-skies of my mind, ever since I slept there alone 
the first time I ventured into Unna Reaiddávággi a few years ago, finding that novel by 
Ukrainian writer Andrey Kurkov - Death and the Penguin - in its white cover up there on the 
shelf. 
Now we ate and rested, and I got myself some heavenly coffee. 
 
The cabin was warm and nice inside, since a former guest had made a fire in the wood stove, 
which, though it'd gone out long ago, left some warmth through the flat pieces of rock that 
were stacked on top of the stove. This was a simple but ingenious way to retain the heat after 
making a fire, since the warmth otherwise would be vented out through the cracks in the wall 
of the rugged and unkempt cabin. 
 
At about 6:30 or 7 PM we left the cabin, to try and reach Nallo that same evening. That 
proved too far for us, though, having used most of our energy on first getting up the hard 
south side of The Pyramid Pass with our full backpacks, and then climbing the Pyramid itself, 
getting down from the mountain and then engaging the steep precipe down the north side of 
The Pyramid Pass, dragging ourselves across snow and rocks and glacier remains to the Unna 
Räita Cabin, topping that with five rocky early evening kilometers north through The Unna 
Reaiddávággi Valley.  
We camped by the stream with two kilometers left to The Nallo hut. It was a very fine tenting 
place, with a beautiful view down across the Reaiddajávri Lake to the mountains on the 
opposite side of The Stuor Reaiddávággi Valley, such as Čeakčačohkka (Tjäktjatjåkka) 
 
Sleep came softly. 
 
15 August 2012 
 
This morning was clear and bright like the preceding ones, to our amazement. When I woke 
our tents lay in chilly mountain shadow, but suddenly the sun hit from behind one of those 
Giants of the Earth, raising the temperature, and we were up and ready, starting with a cereal 
breakfast and some coffee. Anna, unfortunately, felt a slight soreness of her throat, and this 
was to develop into a deep cough and a feeling of sickness, although she didn't let that stop 
her in the slightest; just making it tougher on her. 
Before I got out of my tent I heard some commotion and a rough, snorting sound. It was a 
small herd of reindeer grazing right by our tents. They were too close for comfort, with the 
risk of entangling their gigantic horns in the tent straps, so Anna yelled at them to swerve out 
a little from our tents instead. 
 
We moved down to the fording place where Unna Reaiddávággi falls out into Stuor 
Reaiddávággi, and because of the richer-than-usual melting water it was a harder wading spot 
than usual too, but we could still do it without changing into special gear; in my case sandals. 
 
The two kilometers down to The Nallo Hut were crowded. We met at least five, six people, 
and that was more than on the whole preceding hike. One of the people we met was the 
hostess of Nallo, although we didn't realize that then. When we came up to the hut on its little 
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hill in the valley, we saw a message pinned to the hostess' door, indicating that she was gone 
for a day hike to The Unna Räita Cabin and back, expecting to return at about 4 PM. 
 
I recognized a guy at the hut. I'd met him on the train ride up last year; a Dutch environmental 
scientist, with mountain gear from the 1970s, walking in rubber boots and carrying an old 
backpack with a steel frame. He'd be 67 this year, according to my notes from last year! He 
had an annoying habit of socializing too hard, talking too much; otherwise a nice fellow. 
 
We had tea and coffee respectively, and went down to pitch our tents on one of the small 
islands in the stream below the hut. The weather kept up being astonishingly good, but with a 
few white puffs of summer clouds starting to build. 
 
We had planned to climb Nallo, the mountain, but since Anna was feeling ill, I suggested I 
could go up by myself. Anna had in fact been up there once before, in 2006, although she 
didn't have a camera with her that time. She insisted, though, that she was up to the climb, but 
perhaps more slow-paced than usual. 
 
We got our small climber backpacks, stashed water flasks and powerbars and wind jackets 
into them, and commenced across the wide wading area below and west of the Nallo hut. 
Having crossed it we walked along the path towards the waterfall from Lake 1078, until we 
started up the incline to the right (north) way before the rocky area near the waterfall which is 
suggested as a fitting throughway up to the level of Lake 1235. The Nallo Hut lies at level 
915, so we had to haul ourselves upwards 220 meters of elevation, just to get in position and 
begin the actual climb of Nallo the mountain... The Nallo summit soars at 1585 meters, which 
isn't so high, compared to some other Giants of the Earth nearby, but which seems very high 
anyhow when you're there, because of the mountain's magnificent placement, and also it's 
peculiar shape, with the characteristic needle at the end of the ridge - and Nallo also means 
"needle" in the Sami language. From the hut level at 915 meters up to the summit at 1585 
meters lies almost 700 meters of pure elevation that your muscles and your will must cover, 
and the view straight down onto the hut and its surroundings surely takes your breath away, 
giving the word happiness a totally new content! 
 
But we weren't up yet. In fact, we were just traversing the grassy slope running along the 
south side of the highlands where Lake 1235 - also called Nállojávrrit (Nallojärvi) - lay, laden 
with ice. While the literature recommends an ascent on the rocks closer to the waterfall from 
Lake 1078, Anna suggested a shortcut up a steep, grassy and muddy crevasse, which would 
take us directly - more or less, through zigzagging on minimal shelves - up to the level of 
Nállojávrrit Lake. I waited right below, while she set out up the crevasse, and further up to the 
right on the shelves in the moist and insecure soil, and then to the left, and finally straight up 
over a hump. I decided to follow suit, but half way up I made a mistake, loosing my line of 
ascent, ending up at an impossible dead end, with the precipe below and no possible way up 
above... Anna had to come down to direct me out of the situation, back a couple of meters 
from where I 'd come, and then I was home free, but, I guarantee, with a lot of pulse to my 
credit! 
 
We were now at about level 1235, or a little lower, and could spy the incredible rising slope 
of rocks towards the summit of Nallo. The rocks were of the big, heavy kind that I like, 
tangled good into each other, providing a sturdy, albeit chaotic and surreal basis for our climb. 
The massiveness of the rocky wall in itself almost discouraged me on sight, but as always in 
these situations, you should only think about your next step, or maybe ten meters ahead, 
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because if you keep brooding over the whole climb, your psyche will be put hard to the test. 
The water drops will always hollow out the rock, and each one of your steps up an ascent like 
Nallo's symbolizes one of those water drops. You will prevail if you take it bit by bit, little by 
little. And so we did, with some breaks on the way up. Anna, tired from her oncoming cold, 
was slower than I've seen her, and came up way below me. I was in a good mood, early in the 
day and in good shape, in spite of the climb of The Pyramid the day before, and in fact, I 
didn't catch Anna's cold at all along the continuing hike of ours. 
 
At long last we saw, panting and sweating, that we'd covered that first massive rise, and now 
we engaged the long, narrow ridge over and up to the highest point of Nallo. That is not the 
so-called nail, which doesn't reach the height of the summit, out on the ridge. 
 
For a while the ridge looked like an old Roman road, laid with big flat rocks, and then it got 
really narrow, making me walk with knees bent and arms out, with a precipe left, a precipe 
right! Talk about lots of air!!! 
 
And then, there was the top cairn! The sky had filled with puffy white summer clouds, 
granting us some soothing shade on the way up, and now rendering all the pictures we took 
some extra drama and beauty, as well as spaciousness. 
 
The view down towards The Nallo Hut and our tents was unforgiving, yes, ruthless in its 
harrowing beauty and all that air, almost 700 meters right below! Elation is the word! 
Happiness is the word! 
 
Another view, perhaps the most wonderful and spellbinding from up there, stretched along 
Stuor Reaiddávággi Valley all the way from the Nallo Hut across The Reaiddájávri Lake 
(Räitajärvi) towards and beyond Sälka. I'd walked that stretch of 10 kilometers many times, 
and even composed and electronic piece of music inspired by it, and here I saw it all in one 
beautiful, amazing glance, the cloud shadows drifting across the landscape over the bottom of 
the valley and up the slopes of the Giants of the Earth. I was in my midst, and the universe 
circled like a spinning top as a new happiness flowed up and down my anatomy, my mind an 
open mystery, myself identical with all that I saw! 
 
I listen to a CD by Sami artist Ulla Pirttijärvi, called Ruossa Eanan, as I write, and I realize 
that this mystical, soaring and thudding, droning music fits the feelings described above so 
well. 
 
The view northwest across the frozen Nállojávrrit Lake, up over The Western Bossos Glacier 
was like taken out of a fantasy novel in all its cranky wretchedness and wild, venomous 
beauty. 
 
Straight north, quite close, hovered the mighty summits of Čielmmačohkka 
(Sielmatjåkka) (1997m), which we had originally planned to climb. We understood, though, 
that it was out of reach this time, because of lack of energy. Čielmmačohkka isn't supposed to 
pose any technical difficulties, but it sports an extremely strenuous mountainside of rocks that 
you must haul yourself up. It is steep, and it is very long. The reward, of course, is worth gold 
and green forests and mental faculties, but this time Anna felt sick and I was tired enough 
from The Pyramid and Nallo, so we decided to call it a day concerning summits this hike 
around, and wait for another time. 
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The descent took time, and was trickier than the ascent, which usually is the case, but it wasn't 
difficult; just demanded care and duration. 
 
Our water was all but consumed, and I am much dependant on a constant flow of fresh water 
when I strain, because I sweat profusely. Therefore we descended in the direction of 
Nállojávrrit Lake, where water was fetched for our flasks and bodies. 
 
We didn't want to descend the wet crevasse that we'd come up to the highlands above The 
Nallo Hut, so we went across wide snowfields in the direction of Lake 1078, to make our 
descent on rocks and rocks. On the way we encountered a couple of reindeer, Mr. and Mrs., 
and simultaneously I began to feel like fainting. I was simply exhausted, and just needed a sit-
down, some fluid and a powerbar. That provided, we continued down the quite demanding 
rock descent.  
 
Far down there we saw a person approaching up the rocks at a good speed. It was a young 
Danish hiker from Copenhagen, who was on his way up to the Nallo summit. Later we 
learned that he's turned around before the summit, since the weather got temporarily foul. We 
met him at the hut later that day; a nice, adventurous but well-balanced guy. 
 
We proceeded downwards, and had finally covered all those rocks and were on level ground 
by Lake 1078. We found our way down by the great waterfall that you can see and hear from 
the Nallo Hut, and zigzagged along a now visible path, coming from the Šielmmávággi Pass 
(Sielmavagge). We still had to descend quite a bit to reach valley bottom, but there was this 
clear and well-used path to follow, and no difficulties at all left. 
 
That's when Anna fell flat backwards, and just lay there in front of me, quite still for half a 
minute. I was stunned. It was a bad fall. It could mean anything. Right then I had no idea how 
serious it was. She began getting up. I went around her and faced her. Where had she hurt 
herself? She said it was her right elbow. I saw blood dripping on her boots. I couldn't see from 
where it came. She pulled back the jacket, and I saw much blood welling forth. It got me dead 
scared, since I feared she'd hurt an artery. To my enormous relief, though, I found she'd hurt 
the bottom of her lower arm, right below the elbow where there is no artery, and it looked like 
a deep flesh wound, or several such. I tied a scarf of hers hard around the wound, and it 
seemed to halt the blood flow.  
 
After having checked her state of mind, which seemed to be no more than a bit shook up, we 
continued the last kilometer back to the hut, finally across that wide fording place which Anna 
managed with just one functional arm. 
 
In the hut we immediately encountered the hostess, who turned out to be a lady from 
Gothenburg that I'd met a few other times at Nallo, but never as a hostess, even though she'd 
had that role earlier too. She started to tend to Anna's arm right away. I went down to the tent 
and got my medical equipment out. We needed, for example, the disinfectant that I'd brought, 
and the compresses, plus the surgical tape. There was a lot of first aid equipment at the hut 
too, so we got everything out and chose what we needed. We boiled some water to clean 
Anna’s wound, and the hostess put Anna’s jacket and scarf in cold water, to clean out all the 
blood, and told me it would be my chore later to wash them out in the stream.  
Anna had several wounds at the bottom side of her right lower arm, near the elbow. One cut 
was deep, and she got a distinct hump under the skin a bit below that, indicating that she had 
bled also under the skin. The most important thing was that she didn't appear to have broken 
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any bones in her arm. 
 
 
In the midst of all this medical attention to Anna and her arm in the Nallo kitchen, an 
invasive, wailing signal went off in the hut, like an alarm of sorts that probably could be heard 
kilometers away. It was Mountain Rescue, by way of the Police, that called all the manned 
mountain huts in the greater area around Kebnekaise Mountain Station, one after the other, 
via radio link.   
Mountain Rescue in Sweden is an organization of local civilian rescuers with good 
knowledge of their areas, headed by the Police, who goes into action when people in the 
mountains - hikers and others - get into some kind of threatening trouble, like getting ill, hurt 
or lost.  
The hostess was in the middle of working with Anna's arm, so she asked the one closest to the 
telephone (radio link) out in he small hallway to get the call. It happened to be the Danish guy 
we'd met on our rocky descent right before the accident, who'd just come back down from his 
aborted try for the Nallo summit (Only he and the Dutch guy I spoke of before were present). 
The Rescue and the guy couldn't really understand each other, and maybe the Dane wasn't 
familiar with the way you communicate on radio. You have to press the button when you 
speak, and let go off it when you listen. The call was aborted, and when the next call came, I 
answered. The message was that a Russian couple had got lost in the Kebnekaise area, 
seemingly at high altitude, in the mist up there. They hadn't called for assistance (regular cell 
phones don't work in the area; only satellite telephones), but other people who'd lost track of 
them had called the Police, who wanted the hostess at Nallo to call in if the two Russians 
should show up at Nallo. (And hence the title of this story...) 
 
Since Anna had gone through the trauma of hurting herself pretty good, we decided to check 
in at the hut this night, instead of sleeping in our tents. I carried our stuff up from the little 
island in the stream, but let the tents stand there for the night. 
 
So what was the reason for Anna's heavy fall? Well, the rock that her foot slid on was dry, 
and it wasn’t tilting much, so there was no reason to expect malicious circumstances. Some 
might suggest that it happened after a day of climbing Nallo and descending treacherous and 
tiring rock slopes, at a stage when your attention might begin to slack. True, but the rock still 
was dry and pretty level... One possibility is very small pieces of gravel or even sand particles 
on that level rock, which made Anna's foot roll away, or perhaps there were some hardly 
visible organisms on the rock, like rock-colored lichen. Don't know, but nothing at all 
indicated any danger. 
 
We spent the evening sitting around, and partly speaking with people. In addition to the Dutch 
environmentalist and the Dane (who apparently had started hiking together after they met), a 
crew of three Swedish guys in their middle thirties came in, getting the three bunks that were 
left in the environmentalist’s room, while Anna and I got a four-bunk room for ourselves, in 
fact the very same room I'd inhabited a night in 2010.  
The Swedes were quite fresh to the mountains, but doing an adventurous hike, having come in 
across The Mårma Pass and then the way down through one of the valleys further northwest 
into The Visttasvággi Valley (Vistasvagge). Now they were discussing possible alternatives 
out of Nallo, and Anna studied the map with them. 
 
It felt a bit strange sleeping in a house after a few nights out, and I was extra careful pissing in 
my bottle; the luminescent one I'd found at Abiskojaure on our winter hike in April 2011, not 
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to make the trickle too audible to the other guests... 
 
16 August 2012 
 
We woke around 6 AM and got up. That is generally considered the time when it's ok to get 
up and mess around in the kitchen, which might wake up other guests in the hut.  
The Danish guy came in from his tent and started making breakfast, and soon the three 
Swedes were getting in order too. They were going to climb Nallo this sunny morning. 
 
Believe it or not, but the weather was sunny again, and it proved to be the hottest day of our 
hike, absolutely above 25 degrees Centigrade, with a sun that glared out of the sky. 
 
Anna and I got on our way after saying goodbye to the hostess who'd helped us with Anna's 
wound. While waiting for Anna, who'd found some last-minute chore to do, I showed her my 
pictures of the hut from the summit of Nallo. This hostess is afraid of heights, so she'd never 
been up there.  
 
After Anna and I hade crossed the wide fording place, we saw the Swedes starting out on their 
Nallo climb. 
 
It looked like an easy hike down the path along the trail towards Vistas. For sure it was the 
least strenuous of the stretches we'd hiked so far, on a slight descent all the way, with good 
water within reach all the time, and no rain... but I got tired and felt really worn out almost 
from the start, my back starting to hurt at times, so I had to stop and rearrange the pack, and 
so forth. I got grumpy and cranky, and when I feel like that, I'm impossible to socialize with. 
Anna tried, but soon discovered there was no use. Instead we walked with a hundred meters 
or so between us in the heat of the sun, Mount Nallo shooting up on our left, and the stream 
flowing parallel to our path northeast towards Visttasvággi. We moved so slow... Anna 
stopped up ahead and kept track of my whereabouts behind her, all but lost in my dark 
feelings and my crankiness. 
 
We had decided on turning left as soon as it was practical, around Siehtagas Mountain into 
Visttasvággi Valley, and stay high on the slope up towards the opening of Unna Visttasvággi 
(Unna Vistasvagge) a few kilometers northwest of our gradual passage from Stuor 
Reaiddávággi into Visttasvággi. We wanted to stay high to avoid the birch brush and the osier 
that grew densely below, where Petter – the psychologist I hiked with a couple of days in 
2010 - and I had come the opposite way. 
 
I was even crankier when we left the trail down to The Vistas Hut and started to walk up and 
around Siehtagas on soft heather. Anna worked to keep my mood up, but I felt weak and 
worn, and had taken a helicopter right out of there, had I had the chance... It was one of those 
times when I questioned my whole interest in the mountains... Far below and in the distance 
we saw the Vistas Hut on the other side of the Visttasjohka stream. 
 
The sun was getting too hot. It was burning the skin. We put on sun protection ointment, but 
you could still feel that burning sensation. Of course, the less protective atmosphere there is 
above, the more the sun burns your skin, and we were at a good altitude. We stopped to have 
a break, and got some salty soup warmed up. 
 
When we came upon those long, wide rock falls, i.e. rocks that have eroded off the mountain 
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on high and fallen down, constituting steep slopes of chaotic rock fields, I descended below 
those, while Anna preferred to cross them higher up. She looked like an insignificant, hardly 
visible detail amongst all those rocks, when I looked up. 
 
Below the rocks, but still high above the birch brush, passage was easy. Soon we'd reached 
the stream from the mighty Siehtagas Glacier, from which the tongue broke loose and 
slammed down into The Visttasvággi Valley a few years ago. The traces of this violent event 
are still highly apparent as you pass. On fording the stream falling from on high, I stopped 
midway to take pictures up the ascent, and also film some. Anna had come down to my level 
on the slope, and we continued. It was a relief when the sun was hidden behind the mountains 
for a while. 
 
At long last we'd covered the distance to the deep ravine with the stream from the Eastern 
Bossos Glacier way on high, and the smaller glacier right below Bossosčohkka Mountain 
(Påssustjåkka). We decided we'd have a rest there, and Anna put up her outer tent for 
temporary protection while we ate. 
 
Showers of rain traveled the more distant parts of Visttasvággi Valley below us. We could 
watch the thin, white, semitransparent curtains all the way from the clouds to the bottom of 
the valley, bending slightly as the clouds moved above the snaking Visttasjohka River. The 
sunlight played in spots on the bottom of the valley, over the meandering river, and dark 
clouds hung over the mountains with blue skies right by. It was a classical Lapland view, the 
way it shows up on tourism posters. 
 
It looked like we were going to get the first rain of our hike, but the thin curtains passed by at 
some distance. We were refreshed from our food, and began the steep ascent on the grassy 
slope upwards along the left - eastern - side of the deep ravine with the stream containing the 
collected water from three sources: The Unna Visttasjávri Lake (Unna Vistasjärvi), The 
glacier below Bossosčohkka Mountain and The Eastern Bossos Glacier. It was a hard struggle 
up, but our recent intake of food made us strong, and we rose considerably up the altitude 
scale. 
 
We had to follow the water pretty high up, before fording became suitable. We had to wade 
the water from two glaciers, while the connecting stream from Unna Visttasjávri Lake had 
diverted to the right. I recall that Petter and I had forded the stream high up, and now Anna 
and I did the same, but in the opposite direction, into this high altitude valley, while Petter and 
I had come out of it, on our way from Alesjaure to Vistas. 
 
The landscape up above, quite close to our wading place of preference, was intensely wild, 
with a number of end and side moraines and sharp and twisted mountain giants in a chaotic 
still of a violent motion. This is one of the wildest and most brutal sites I've experienced in 
Sweden. 
 
Now we had entered this remote high altitude valley of Unna Visttasvággi. The ground 
proved partly grassy and easily trodden, but with a few rock fields that we had to cross, 
cautiously. We had intended, from the beginning, to go to the Vistas Hut and then, after a 
night there, hike up Visttasvággi Valley, which is the easiest way to Alesjaure, because of 
Anna's newly acquired arm wound, but Anna maintained that she was well enough to follow 
the original plan and go up into the Unna Visttasvággi Valley. 
My grumpiness had ceased, luckily, along the latter part of our passage high up, northeast 
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along The Visttasvággi Valley, and coming into Unna Visttasvággi I was in good spirits, my 
worn out feeling having dissipated. 
 
After a considerable rock field and a couple of short but steep inclines, we found ourselves 
right below The Unna Visttasjávri Lake. The day drew to a close as we rose along the last 
ascent up to the lake, and we saw the sunlight hitting the steep, inwardly curving side of The 
Unna Visttásčohkka Mountain along the north side of the lake, before we actually got up to 
where the lake became visible. When it did, it was almost level with us. 
 
I insisted it wasn't a good idea to make the strenuous passage on the big rocks along the lake, 
tilting at perhaps 45 degrees into the water, as the last effort of the day, when mistakes from 
being tired might easily be made, and with Anna's wounded arm also taken into account. I 
remembered Petter's and my passage the opposite way in 2010, and how ridiculous we had 
thought this stretch was, as we moved at a snail's pace through the intensity of the rock chaos. 
Thus Anna and I decided to pitch our tents just below the east side of the lake. We got water 
from the lake and then walked back down, until we reached a reasonably level piece of 
ground with some grass. There we put our tents, had something to eat, and then went right to 
sleep. 
 
17 August 2012 
 
At 03:40 AM I woke inside my Hilleberg Nallo 2 tent to piss in my luxurious Nalgene 
luminescent bottle. I raised my voice and called to Anna over in her Hilleberg Akto tent right 
by, to see if she was awake. She was indeed, so we got up and had breakfast, and were on our 
way at 04:30 AM. This was our earliest start for sure, but we had a reason for this. We did not 
by any means want to pass the two kilometers of tilting rocks along Unna Visttasjávri in wet 
weather, and it looked like there could be some rain coming; a grey cloud cover moving low 
over the valley. On the other hand, we could see some blue spots opening up in the cloud 
cover. 
 
When we got back up to the lake we first eased across an area with medium size rocks on 
level ground, but after a while we came to the longer, curving section of larger slabs of rock, 
mixed with medium size ones, on a tilting plane into the water. 
We stayed a few meters higher up than Petter and I had walked two years ago, along a line 
that seemed the easiest, and sure enough we came upon a series of small cairns all along, 
indicating that this was the best thoroughfare. Petter and I had involuntarily kept to a tougher 
line down close to the surface of the lake, while Anna and I had found a much better passage 
through this havoc of rocks. Master mountaineer Tore Abrahamsson talks about this area like 
it was harder, saying that you have to crawl across big rocks by the waterline, which Petter 
and I did - but in reality there is an easier line to follow higher up on the rocky shore. Much 
sooner than I expected we had completed the passage, but all in all, from the tenting place 
east of the lake till the end of its western shore, it took us about two hours. The rocks had 
been a little slippery at the setout, the cool and wet early morning air leaving a layer of dew, 
but we managed well anyhow. This shows, anyway, that because we got on our way so early 
to avoid wet rocks, we encountered… wet rocks! 
 
We passed another, smaller lake, and took a break on an incline, much at the same place 
where Petter and I rested in 2010. It was a nice, strengthening pause under a sky that was 
getting blue again, as the clouds dissipated. 
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As we got on our feet again we commenced up around a little hill in the valley, and continued 
along the valley at a slightly higher altitude, passing two more small lakes. In our direction of 
motion we could se The Čeakčavággi Valley (Tjäktjavagge) and the mountains on its opposite 
side. We also looked back to the southwest side of Unna Visttasvággi, longingly following the 
outline of the mighty Bossosčohkka's rising ascent, up to the soaring summit at 1935 meters. 
We had stricken that one out of our agenda, since we felt we'd gotten enough for this time, but 
it definitely stays there on our list of summits to get up on. It's not a technically difficult one 
at all, but you haul yourself up 700 altitude rock meters in one go, and that, even with a 
number of breaks, is hard on you after the strain we’d been through for a some days. 
 
We approached the descent into Čeakčavággi, and cut the corner to the right (north) a little 
too early and high up, which meant that we had to zigzag down on grassy shelves and climb 
short passages on rocks, but after a while we were down on the grassy slopes above The 
Kungsleden Trail. A few kilometers to our right (north) we saw The Alesjaure huts and the 
lake system beyond it; Alisjávri (Alisjärvi) etcetera. 
 
As soon as we reached the trail with its level ground and wooden footbridges, my back started 
talking to me in shots of pain, i.e. cramps. Apparently my theory of level ground being 
harmful to humans’ backs proved right. 
 
At Alesjaure we spoke to one of the hosts; a guy that recognized me well - and after a while I 
recalled him too. I asked for Inger-Lise, the Alesjaure hostess I'd met many times over the 
years. She had unfortunately left by helicopter the day before, finishing her service for 2012. 
 
We bought a day pass to be able to spend time in one of the huts, use the gas stoves there and 
rest inside. We saw to Anna's wound, put on a new compress and so forth, and Anna gave me 
a good back rub when I lay spread out on a sleeping pad on the floor. 
 
After a few hours we left in good weather, following the trail north. It had been moved down 
closer to Alisjávri Lake since last time I came on foot there. The last time I'd been there was 
on the winter hike with Anna in April 2011. The trail now swept close by Alisjávri and its 
small, picturesque sand shores. 
 
The march along the trail worked fine for at least an hour, maybe more, but then the level land 
cramps hit again, and I was forced to take short breaks, just standing resting on my poles. The 
weather got worse, too, rain clouds gathering, and finally the rain started, so we got our rain 
gear on. My Mammut jacket works as a rain jacket as well as a wind jacket or the outermost 
layer in winter, and I also put on my rain pants, which are also wind pants, from Marmot. My 
backpack also got its rain cover mounted. Anna had, of course, a full rain gear too, but her 
jacket was new and she hadn't tried it out in severe rain conditions until now, and it didn't 
stand the test completely. The hard rain began so abruptly that her regular pants got wet 
immediately, so she didn’t care to change until the rain stopped. After that she hiked in her 
long underpants that she originally brought along to wear inside her sleepingbag at night. 
Sometimes she wore her rain pants over them. 
 
I had nothing to complain about, exactly, but rain always lowers my mood on hikes, and we'd 
been spared it all along this hike, until this day, when we only transported ourselves towards 
Abisko: The actual hike had ended when we came down towards The Kungsleden Trail in the 
morning. 
It wasn't cold, but the intensity of the rain increased, until it thundered down hard. We met 
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some guys who weren't really equipped for that. 
My back cramps didn't exactly encourage me. 
 
Even though it would have been a very long day hike, from the eastern end of Unna 
Visttasjávri Lake, Anna wanted us to camp the night by Šiellajohka under Mount Gárdenvárri 
(Kartenvare), above Abiskojaure. Her second best alternative was by the reindeer fence four 
and a half or five kilometers before that.  We chose the reindeer fence tenting place, for I was 
simply too out of it, and we saw the chance to pitch our tents without rainfall, since the 
downpour had ceased. 
 
We pitched our tents to the side of the trail, on one of two areas that had been used for this so 
much that the ground showed clear traces of tenting. From there we had a good view east 
across the lakes. We had to get our tents ready in a hurry though, because the mosquitoes 
were wild. They even tried getting into my eyes. They were desperate. It was almost a panic 
to get the tents in order and hide away from the insects. I had some quite poisonous mosquito 
oil that you should use sparsely, but I smeared it out on me all I could. 
 
It was early in the evening, but we got into each his/her own tent and didn't converse at all, 
but just fell asleep - at least I - but when I did I heard Anna's cough getting really horrible, 
and I wondered if we would have to get help for her in the morning and have her fly out. She 
sounded very ill. 
 
It was a lousy ending to a day that had started out well. 
 
18 August 2012 
 
When we awoke Anna was coughing madly; a deep, really sick cough - but she maintained 
that it was allright, and that she could hike the distance to Abisko, which was what we had 
left. We planned to catch a train at 5 PM, and we left our tenting place by the reindeer fence at 
around 7 AM.  
 
The weather looked ominous, with clouds and banks of fog rolling in, but it never got so bad 
this last day of out hike, which, as I said before, now was just physical transportation of our 
anatomies along a rather boring stretch of The Kungsleden Trail. We both longed to get out of 
the mountains now, and go back home to Niemisel and the farm and the horses and the cats. 
Anna had her arm wound which had to be taken care of better than you can in the wilderness, 
plus her worsening cold and cough, and I was tired from the whole experience and kept 
getting back cramps as soon as I wasn't climbing up and down rocks and cliffs. Level ground 
was my worst enemy. 
 
It was allright across the wide and open area from the reindeer fence to, and halfway around, 
Mount Gárddenvárri. We even stopped to take pictures of flowers. Anna's batteries had gone 
out, so I took some flower pictures for her.  
 
However, as the view down across Ábeskojávri Lake (Abiskojaure) and the Abiskojaure Hut 
opened below and in front of us, I realized how long we still had left. Even though the 
weather cleared up a bit, sun shining in the valley towards Abisko, I allowed my cramps to 
take away the last shred of courtesy that I still hung on to, and got so cranky and foul-
mouthed that I actually brought Anna to tears. I stated that I hated mountain hiking and never 
would do it again, and even though that is a ridiculous thing to say, it was the way I felt with 
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15 kilometers to go and no strength left, the back cramping, sending shots of pain up and 
down my backside, no matter how many times I readjusted the backpack.  
 
While my mood sank to its lowest level on this hike, fresh hikers that had slept in The 
Abiskojaure Hut came up the Kieron ascent with ridiculously smiling faces and clean clothes, 
looking like they just stepped out of a wilderness magazine or one of those wildlife stores on 
Kungsgatan Street in Stockholm, leaving a trail of perfume behind them... 
 
Anna suggested she'd take a couple of kilos off my back by exchanging her light sleeping pad 
with my tent, and I let her do it even though she was ill with her bad cold, simply because that 
seemed to be the only way that we could make the Abisko train. It gave me some relief, and 
we could move on more speedily, cutting away some of my numerous rest stops. 
  
I have to bow to this wonderful woman, this wonderful person; probably the strongest and 
most kindhearted and balanced - and methodic - human being I've met; my beautiful Anna. I 
don't know what I've done to deserve her, but it must be something; she's the center of my life 
and a wonderful reason to stay alive as long as possible. 
 
We used the Sami's transportation route some of the time instead of the trail, where it went 
more straight. It also sported less pebbles. After a while the transportation route and the trail 
joined again. Now it was just a matter of getting as much ground behind us a possible, so we 
moved along at a good speed, my mood slowly rising again, as the pains seemed to ease off 
some, while we also felt the distance we had left getting shorter and shorter, and perhaps even 
within the limits of decent handling! 
 
At one time we dropped into the brush just by the trail, near the northern side of Ábeskojávri 
Lake, wildly tired, and boiled water for some nutritious and tasty vegetable soup, plus coffee. 
Right then a group of German hikers in clean clothes, who had just started out from Abisko, 
came by, one of them chuckling, opening his big German mouth, ironically yelling: "Yeah, 
that's the way to do The Kungsleden Trail!"  I didn't have the strength to jump up and hit his 
jaw, even though I felt a strong urge, and besides, the Dalai lama tells me to use those kinds 
of clean-clothed fools to sharpen my patience... so I remained in the brush, enjoying my soup! 
 
After a while we were on foot again, but seriously out of it; even Anna. The next rest stop was 
by the violent rapids just a kilometer or so from Abisko, where we had water and a power bar, 
and soon we saw the railroad bridge up ahead, and we only had a short ascent followed by a 
short descent before we were at Abisko, and could walk up to the small railway depot. We got 
in and put our packs down, down, down! That was it! 
 
We had an hour before the train was due. I went over to the Abisko Mountain Station and 
bought some food and some other stuff, and then we sat barefoot and waited for the train. 
Four hours later we got off at Sunderby Hospital near Luleå, and put our packs into the car. It 
was dark outside; autumn was coming, and I drove the car with lights on up to Anna's farm, 
sixty kilometers away, through drifting mist that had med turn the headlights on and off, but 
finally we were back home, and went straight out to greet the horses. 
 
 
 
 


